Background: Accurately covering the conformational space of amino acid side chains is essential for important applications such as protein design, docking and high resolution structure prediction. Today, the most common way to capture this conformational space is through rotamer libraries -discrete collections of side chain conformations derived from experimentally determined protein structures. The discretization can be exploited to efficiently search the conformational space. However, discretizing this naturally continuous space comes at the cost of losing detailed information that is crucial for certain applications. For example, rigorously combining rotamers with physical force fields is associated with numerous problems. Results: In this work we present BASILISK: a generative, probabilistic model of the conformational space of side chains that makes it possible to sample in continuous space. In addition, sampling can be conditional upon the protein's detailed backbone conformation, again in continuous space -without involving discretization.
Background
With the emergence of the first experimentally determined protein structures, the investigation of the conformations of their amino acid side chains began. It quickly became apparent that the c (chi) dihedral angles -the main degrees of freedom in side chains -are not distributed freely, but tend to cluster around certain positions [1] [2] [3] . This behavior was already well known for dihedral bond angles in small organic molecules [4] . As more protein structures were solved to a high resolution, an increasingly accurate analysis of the adopted conformations became possible.
Today, the most common way to describe the conformational space of side chains is through so-called rotamer libraries: collections of representative side chain conformations, called rotamers [5] . These libraries are usually compiled from experimentally determined, high resolution protein structures by clustering the side chain conformations. Clusters of side chain angles thus obtained can then for example be represented by Gaussian distributions [6, 7] . Traditionally, a rotamer in a library corresponds to the mean conformation of such a cluster and may be interpreted as a local energy minimum [5] . In recent studies, rotamer libraries with many thousands of rotamers were used [8, 9] . Such libraries are built to cover the conformational space with high resolution.
The accurate description of side chain conformational space is an important ingredient of the solution to many biomolecular problems, such as protein design, docking and high resolution protein structure prediction. Over the past decades rotamer libraries have been successfully applied in all of these contexts. Arguably, the most well studied field is the prediction of side chain conformations for a fixed protein backbone; there is a manifold of programs in the public domain devoted to this problem [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Rotamer libraries are usually applied as discrete collections of side chain conformations. Discretizing conformational space is a popular approximation to solve problems that are computationally expensive otherwise. For example, when assigning side chains in the densely packed protein core, discretizing the search space leads to exhaustive yet fast search strategies (such as dead end elimination) which can quickly find a global minimum solution [10, 15, 16] . However, in recent studies it was shown that a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling scheme combined with a detailed rotamer library yields equally good or better results, which suggests that the combinatorial problem often poses no significant obstacle to finding a global minimum solution [8, 13] .
The discretization in rotamer libraries inherently leads to edge effects [17, 18] . In docking problems for example, small differences in the side chain conformation may result in large differences in energy. Rotamers are often used as stiff building blocks; not considering the conformations in between rotamers may skip energetically favorable configurations [17, 18] . There are three common heuristic strategies to tackle these issues. The first, which is most commonly used, is tweaking the energy functions; for example, by reducing the influence of mild steric clashes [11, 13, 19] . The second is to increase the number of rotamers in the library in order to improve its resolution [8, 9, 19] . Finally, one can combine rotamer based sampling with some form of continuous optimization [3, 17] . Another problem associated with rotamer libraries is the occurrence of so-called non-rotameric states: side chain conformations that cannot be assigned to any of the standard gauche+, gaucheor trans states [7] . Such conformations are typically missing in rotamer libraries and difficult to fill in correctly [20, 21] .
Here we present BASILISK, a dynamic Bayesian network [22] that formulates a probabilistic model of the conformational space of amino acid side chains. The model is generative: it allows sampling of plausible side chain conformations. BASILISK loosely stands for Bayesian network model of side chain conformations estimated by maximum likelihood. BASILISK represents all relevant variables in continuous space and thus avoids the problems that are due to the discretization used in rotamer libraries. Furthermore, BASILISK incorporates the (phi) and ψ (psi) angles. This makes it possible to condition the sampling upon the residue's backbone conformation, which is known to exert a strong influence on the side chain's conformation [3] . BASILISK represents all amino acids in a single probabilistic model, which is an entirely novel way of attacking this problem. Such an approach corresponds to a powerful machine learning technique called multitask or transfer learning, which often leads to better models with fewer parameters [23, 24] .
We first describe the BASILISK model, then proceed to evaluate its performance, and conclude with illustrating some potential applications.
Results and discussion
Parameterization For our purposes, bond angles and bond lengths in amino acid side chains can be considered as fixed to their ideal values, as they show only very small variations [25] . This leaves the rotations around the bondsthe c dihedral angles -as the main degrees of freedom. Accordingly, the sequence of c angles is a good parameterization of the conformation of a given side chain. The same parameterization of the conformational space is also used in most popular rotamer libraries [6, 7] . The number of angles necessary to describe a side chain conformation varies between zero and four for the 20 different standard amino acid types. Figure 1 illustrates the dihedral angles for glutamate.
In previous studies, it has been shown that the side chain conformation correlates highly with the conformation of the backbone [6] . For the backbone, the two main degrees of freedom are the and ψ dihedral angles, which when plotted against each other result in the celebrated Ramachandran plot [26] . We incorporate and ψ angles in BASILISK to be able to condition the sampling on the backbone conformation. 
BASILISK: a generative model of side chain conformations
Bayesian networks are graphical models that determine the possible factorizations of the joint probability distribution of a set of random variables [27] [28] [29] . A Bayesian network is a graph in which the nodes represent the random variables, and the edges encode their conditional independencies. The graph is directed and acyclic, and is often chosen based on prior, expert knowledge. If sequences of variables are modeled, the models are called dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) [22] . Here, dynamic originally referred to time sequences, such as speech signals, but arbitrary sequences can be modeled. Each position in the sequence is called a slice. The sequences represented by a DBN are allowed to have different lengths; a property which we use to our advantage, as explained below.
BASILISK was implemented as a DBN, and its parameters were estimated by a maximum likelihood method using a data set derived from more than 1500 crystal structures (see Data sets for training and testing). The model is shown in Figure 2 .
We briefly describe the most important features of the model. For each slice, an input node (which is a discrete variable) indicates which angle and amino acid type are modeled. For example, 3 indicates the c 1 angle of aspartate, 4 indicates the c 2 angle of aspartate, and so forth.
We recently used a similar approach to formulate a probabilistic model of RNA structure [30] .
The natural manifold of all the dihedral angles combined is the hypertorus: a torus with dimension three or higher. BASILISK constructs a probability distribution on this manifold in the following way: the model has a single output node per slice, in the form of a von Mises distribution [31] , which can be considered the circular equivalent of a Gaussian distribution. The von Mises distribution takes the circular nature of the data into account: a dihedral angle in [-π, π[ is naturally represented as a point on the circle. The von Mises distribution belongs to the realm of directional statistics [31] : the statistics of angles, directions and orientations. We previously developed probabilistic models of RNA and protein structure based on the combination of DBNs and directional statistics [30, 32, 33] . The von Mises distribution was also used previously in a seminal study on probabilistic models of the protein backbone in terms of the and ψ angles [34] , and in a preliminary study on clustering of side chainrotamers [35] .
The problem of representing amino acid types that differ in the number of c angles within one model is elegantly solved by using a DBN with a variable number of slices. There are two slices for the and ψ angles, followed by a sequence of slices that represent the c angles. For example, to model glutamine, which has three c angles in its side chain, one slice is added to the DBN that is shown in Figure 2 .
The dependencies between the input nodes (which specify the amino acid type and the angles) and the output nodes (which specify the values of the angles) are mediated by a sequence of interconnected, discrete hidden nodes. The values of these nodes are never observed: their technical purpose is to model the dependencies between the amino acid type and the c angles on the one hand, and the sequential dependencies between the c angles on the other hand. The hidden nodes are so-called nuisance variables, that are integrated away in parameter estimation, sampling and inference. It should be noted that the hidden nodes thus introduce dependencies between all angles, and not just between two consecutive angles -a common misconception.
Our aim was to describe all side chain and backbone angles for all different amino acid types in a single probabilistic model. This approach is known as multitask or transfer learning in the field of machine learning [23, 24] and has several advantages. As the same set of distributions is used to model all amino acids (and all angles), it leads to a lower amount of free parameters. Moreover, it makes "knowledge transfer" possible between amino acids with similar conformational properties during training [23, 24] . Finally, for rotamer Figure 2 The BASILISK dynamic Bayesian network: The network shown represents an amino acid with two c angles, such as for example histidine. In this case, the DBN consists of four slices: two slices for the , ψ angles, followed by two slices for the c angles. Sampling a set of c angles is done as follows. First, the values of the input nodes (top row) are filled with bookkeeping indices that determine both the amino acid type (for example histidine) and the labels of the angles (for histidine, , ψ followed by c 1 and c 2 ). In the next step, the hidden node values (middle row, discrete nodes) are sampled conditioned upon the observed nodes. These observed nodes always include the index nodes (top row, discrete nodes), and optionally also the , ψ nodes (first two nodes in the bottom row) if the sampling is conditioned on the backbone. Finally, a set of c angles is drawn from the von Mises nodes (bottom row), whose parameters are specified by the sampled values of the hidden nodes. libraries, one needs to determine the optimal number of rotamers for each amino acid type separately, while in our approach, only the size of the hidden node needs to be determined. This can be done using an established statistical procedure for model selection (see Model training).
Several other network architectures were discarded during model selection as they could not adequately capture the joint distributions, which illustrates the importance of the network's architecture. Neither regular hidden Markov models, nor various mixture models produced satisfying results (data not shown). A similar observation was made for the probabilistic model of RNA structure mentioned previously [30] .
It is important to note that the model as depicted in Figure 2 represents a single amino acid. When assigning side chains to an entire protein backbone, the model is simply applied to each position in the chain. Sampling conformations from BASILISK is fast: generating 50,000 arginine side chain conformations takes about two seconds on an average desktop computer (Intel Core 2, at 2.4 GHz).
Probability distributions
The joint probability distribution encoded by the Bayesian network is
where χ is the sequence of c angles, A is the angle index information which includes the amino acid type, and ψ are the backbone angles, and H is the sequence of hidden node values.
For most purposes, the conditional and marginal distributions are of interest. BASILISK allows backbone dependent sampling of the c angles by conditioning on the and ψ angles. The conditional probability distribution for this case is given by:
where the sums run over all possible hidden node sequences H.
The marginal, conditional probability distribution for the backbone independent case is given by:
where the sum again runs over all possible hidden node sequences H. The backbone angles are thus simply disregarded in this calculation.
The marginal, conditional probabilities P(c|H) for a single angle are represented by von Mises distributions (see material and methods). The parameters of the von Mises distribution are specified by the value of the hidden node, H.
As BASILISK is a simple extension of a hidden Markov model, all relevant joint and marginal probabilities can be calculated in a straightforward manner using the forward algorithm [30, 36] .
Initial analysis
For generative probabilistic models, an obvious first quality check is visual inspection. Accordingly, we start by investigating whether BASILISK captures the angular preferences found in the training data, before performing a more rigorous and in-depth analysis.
For these first tests, we generated over 300,000 samples with the same amino acid composition as the training set. Figure 3 compares the marginal angular distributions of the training set with those of the BASI-LISK samples for arginine and lysine. We show plots for arginine and lysine because they are the only amino acids with four c angles; they were most difficult to capture accurately with alternative models (data not shown). A comparison of all remaining relevant amino acids is available as additional material (Additional files 1, 2, 3, Figures S1-S3).
As a second test, we inspected pairwise histograms of the c 1 and c 2 angles for all relevant amino acids. These plots provide an indication of whether the model captures the correlation between two angles correctly. Again we compare samples from BASILISK model with the training data. Figure 4 shows the pairwise histograms for isoleucine. In the univariate, marginal plots for isoleucine, we observe three peaks for each c angle. Hence, one might expect nine peaks with varying density in the bivariate plot. However, the training data only shows five major peaks. The comparison of the plots indicate that these features are indeed captured. Plots for the remaining 13 amino acid that have at least two c angles are available as additional material (Additional files 4, 5, 6,
The results of the visual inspections provide a strong indication that the model behaves as desired. We now move on to a more qualitative, in-depth analysis.
BASILISK concurs with a standard rotamer library
In the following tests, we compare BASILISK to several rotamer libraries, as these are the method of choice to explore the conformational space of amino acid side chains for many purposes.
We use the Dunbrack backbone independent library [6] (bbind02.May.lib) as a representative rotamer library, as it is widely used and based on rigorous statistical analysis of high quality protein structures. In the construction of the Dunbrack library, it was assumed that the distribution of each angle in a rotamer follows a Gaussian distribution. Accordingly, rotamers in this library are reported as a sequence of Gaussian distributionsone for each c angle. This allows us to evaluate the probability density value for any given side chain conformation according to the Dunbrack library.
For all calculations we used the BASILISK model with the backbone angles marked as unobserved -which results in a backbone independent likelihood -for fair comparison with the backbone independent Dunbrack rotamer library.
As a first test, we determine whether the Dunbrack rotamer library and BASILISK report similar probabilities for the same conformations. We calculated the loglikelihood of the side chain conformations according to the Dunbrack backbone independent rotamer library and according to BASILISK for all side chains in the test set (see Data sets for training and testing). The results show that the two methods indeed correlate very well (Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.88). Figure 5 shows a scatter-plot of the log-likelihood values for all rotamer conformations in the Dunbrack library according to the library itself, and according to BASILISK. Again we find a very good correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.91). Outliers, especially in the low probability region, are limited to very rare rotamer conformations with little to no observations according to the Dunbrack library.
In the following paragraphs we take a more detailed look at the probability distributions encoded in the BASILISK model, and compare with several standard rotamer libraries. For this analysis we again use the Dunbrack library, but also include two additional backbone independent libraries [7, 37] . The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is a standard measure of the similarity between two probability distributions [28, 38] . Here, the KL divergence is used to compare the quality of the rotamer libraries versus BASILISK. We compare BASILISK and the rotamer libraries with the experimental data in the test, which is here used as a reference or truth model. We then calculate the relative KL divergence between BASILISK and each library (see Kullback-Leibler divergence). Table 1 shows the results for each amino acid. Positive numbers indicate that BASILISK models the conformations in the test set more accurately than the method compared to, while negative numbers indicate that BASILISK is less accurate.
Overall, BASILISK captures the conformational preferences of amino acid side chains more accurately than any of the rotamer libraries, with few exceptions. For example, the Dunbrack library performs better for tryptophan. We speculate this is due to the relatively low abundance of tryptophan in the training data (< 2%), and the fact that we are training an all amino acid model. An amino acid with few observed data points will have a smaller impact on the estimated parameters than an amino acid that was presented more often during training. The relatively low performance of the Lovell library can be explained by the small number of rotamers in the library. Especially for long side chains such as glutamine, lysine or arginine, too many rotamers appear to be missing.
Note that only libraries reporting both mean and variance for each c angle are suitable for this analysis. Many rotamer libraries are mere discrete sets of possible conformations [8, 9] : they cannot be evaluated in the same, rigorous way.
BASILISK captures the backbone's influence
It is well known that there is a strong correlation between backbone and side chain conformations [3] . This backbone dependency is captured by the BASILISK model by incorporating the backbone's two main degrees of freedom: the j and ψ dihedral angles.
To the best of our knowledge, BASILISK is the first model that captures this correlation in continuous space; that is, without resorting to the usual discretizations of the conformational space. Comparison with other models is therefore difficult. Notably, a comparison with backbone dependent rotamer libraries based on the KL divergence is not possible due to their lack of an expression for the joint probability of the backbone and the side chain angles. However, we do present two decisive tests. First, we resort to visual inspection, followed by a quantitative evaluation based on the KLdivergence between backbone dependent and independent BASILISK. In the next section, we evaluate the influence of the backbone information on side chain sampling for a fixed backbone. Figure 6 shows a comparison between the angular preferences observed in the training data and those found in BASILISK samples. For this comparison, we generated BASILISK samples and binned them according to their backbone angle values. The bins chosen in the plot are well populated in the training set, and illustrate the drastic effect that the backbone conformation can have on the side chain's conformational space. Certain peaks are almost entirely missing for certain regions of the Ramachandran plot. These observations provide a first indication that BASILISK captures the correlation with the backbone well. For a quantitative evaluation, we turn again to the KLdivergence; this time, to compare BASILISK with and without backbone dependency. As in the previous test, where BASILISK was compared to different rotamer libraries, this test determines which model is closer to the theoretical truth model as embodied by the test set (see Data sets for training and testing). Table 1 (last column) shows the differences between the KL divergences for all relevant amino acids. The negative numbers indicate that the backbone dependent model resembles the experimental data most. This indicates that BASILISK indeed captures the influence of the backbone, and that incorporating backbone information improves the accuracy for all amino acids. This conclusion is also supported by the results described in the next section.
Application: side chain sampling for a fixed backbone
In the previous sections, we evaluated the probability distributions encoded in BASILISK. We now proceed to evaluate the applicability of the model. As a proof of concept we implemented a side chain prediction algorithm that assigns side chains to a fixed protein backbone. Xiang and Honig [8] showed that given a large rotamer library, an MCMC approach leads to good accuracy in predicting buried side chain conformations. Following their study, we combine side chain sampling from BASILISK with an MCMC method and an unmodified Lennard-Jones potential [39] . The main purpose of the potential is to avoid steric clashes between the side chains. The parameters for the potential were derived from the OPLS force field as implemented in Tinker [40, 41] .
For the evaluation, we considered a c angle within ± 20°of its value in the crystal structure as correct [8, 12] . We only included buried side chains in the protein core in the evaluation, because exposed side chains often have few steric restraints and we did not use any energy term that accounts for the solvent interaction. However, all side chains were included in the MCMC procedure and none were fixed, in order not to bias the simulation towards the native state. The test set contained 43 single chain crystal structures that were used to evaluate side chain prediction algorithms in other studies [8, 9, 42] .
To avoid getting trapped in local minima, we resampled three random residues at a time [11] . This effectively enables side chains to swap their positions. After a fixed set of MCMC steps, the lowest energy structure was selected as the final prediction. For details on the energies and the sampling see Sampling strategy and energies.
BASILISK is a true probabilistic model: it can be used as a proposal distribution to implement MCMC methods that respect detailed balance, since its exact contribution can be taken into account. The first test uses a Lennard-Jones potential as the only energy component, and brings in BASILISK solely as a proposal function. We use the BASILISK model to propose new side chain conformations, which are subsequently accepted or The table shows the percentage of correctly predicted c angles for the different MCMC experiments. a number of residues (L), number of buried residues (B), b using the Lennard-Jones energy and BASILISK as a proposal distribution, c using BASILISK without backbone information, d using BASILISK with backbone information (BB), e using IRECS or SCWRL with default parameters, f percentage of correctly predicted c 2 angles given a correctly predicted c 1 angle.
rejected based on their energy (see Sampling strategy and energies). Table 2b shows that already with this very simple approach, we reach a quite reasonable performance: more than 87% of the c 1 angles were correctly predicted (Table 2b) . In a second test, we use the BASILISK likelihood as a pseudo-energy component [43] , combined with the Lennard-Jones potential. Table 2c shows that the prediction quality increases (by about 2% for c 1 ). Incorporating backbone information in BASILISK (Table 2d ) increases the performance compared to the backbone independent (by more than 2%) and the Lennard-Jones only case (by more than 4%). It should be noted that none of these tests include energies that evaluate key features such as hydrogen bonds, salt-bridges or electrostatic interactions.
For comparison, Table 2e also reports the prediction accuracy of IRECS [12] and SCWRL 4 [14] , which are two leading programs in the field. In both cases, the results are on a par with BASILISK. SCWRL 4 and IRECS are specialized programs optimized for both prediction accuracy and speed: they use fine tuned and optimized force fields combined with backbone dependent rotamer libraries. The comparison serves to illustrate the quality of BASILISK as a probabilistic model; with respect to computational performance, SCWRL 4 and IRECS (whose runtime is typically seconds to minutes) are clearly superior to the unoptimized application of BASILISK (where we sampled for several hours to ensure convergence).
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a generative, probabilistic model of the conformational space of side chains that allows sampling of realistic, native-like side chain angles in continuous space. BASILISK incorporates a continuous backbone dependency, which to the best of our knowledge is entirely novel. Another unique feature is that BASILISK represents all relevant natural amino acids within one model. This powerful approach is known as multitask or transfer learning in the field of machine learning, and comes with several advantages.
In the first tests we showed that BASILISK is able to accurately capture the angular preferences found in proteins. Using the KL divergence, we confirmed that the model compares favorably with several standard rotamer libraries.
BASILISK also captures the effect of the backbone conformation on the side chain, and samples realistic angular distributions for various areas of the Ramachandran plot. Again using the KL divergence, we confirmed that including backbone information leads to more accurate results.
As a proof of concept, we implemented a simple side chain prediction method that assigns side chains to a fixed protein backbone, using an MCMC sampling scheme and an unmodified Lennard-Jones potential as energy function. The results show the applicability of combining a continuous description of conformational space with a detailed energy function. Adding BASILISK as an explicit pseudo-energy term improves the prediction results. Best results are obtained when the backbone conformation is taken into account.
Specialized side chain prediction programs combine highly tuned energy functions with an efficient exploitation of the discrete nature of rotamers. This makes them very fast, yet accurate. BASILISK as such does not compete with those programs, but provides a solution where a detailed, continuous description of conformational space is required. The possibility to combine an unmodified, standard force field with BASILISK opens great possibilities for applications such as docking, structure prediction or protein design. For example, the calculation of side chain entropies is important for tasks such as protein quality assessment or protein design [44] [45] [46] . BASILISK can facilitate these calculationswhich are now often performed with discrete rotamer libraries -in continuous space.
BASILISK, when combined with our previously described probabilistic model of the protein backbone (TorusDBN [33] ), can be used to sample protein structures in continuous space and in full atomic detail. An obvious potential application is to sample protein conformations by combining TorusDBN and BASILISK with a physical force field, with applications in protein structure prediction, simulation and design.
BASILISK illustrates the enormous potential and increasing importance of probabilistic models and probabilistic machine learning methods in structural bioinformatics [19, 30, 33, 44, 47, 48] . We believe that BASILISK is an excellent solution for problems that require going beyond discrete representations of amino acid side chains in protein structure simulation, prediction and design.
Methods

Data sets for training and testing
For training, we used a high quality dataset obtained from the PISCES server [49] . The PISCES server can be used to select a set of structures from the Protein Data Bank that respect quality thresholds regarding resolution or R-value. We imposed a resolution of 1.6 Å or better, an R-value of 0.25 or better, and a pairwise sequence similarity cutoff of 25%. Subsequently, all structures were removed that had a sequence similarity higher than 25% with any of the structures used in the fixed backbone prediction test (see next paragraph).
The resulting set consisted of 1703 crystal structures. All structures were processed using the REDUCE program [50] , which automatically corrects some common errors in protein structures (such as histidines with a flipped ring). From this initial set retrieved from the PISCES server, we randomly picked 10% of the structures and reserved these for testing. The test set contained 31,229 side chains from 171 structures. The training set contained angles from 277,975 residues from 1532 structures. The angles were calculated using Biopython's Bio.PDB module [51, 52] .
Data set for fixed backbone prediction
The data set for the fixed backbone prediction consisted of crystal structures that were previously used in three other studies for the same purpose [8, 9, 42] .
We removed structures with a very small core (less than 10 fully buried residues) and structures with multiple chains or chain breaks, resulting in 43 remaining structures. The input files for the test only retained the backbone atoms; all side chain atoms and hetero-atoms were removed.
We used DSSP [53] to calculate the relative accessible surface area in order to determine the solvent exposure state of a residue. We only included fully buried residues for which the accessible surface area is zero in our analysis, as we did not use any energy term accounting for the solvent interaction. However, all side chains were included in the experiments, in order to avoid bias towards the native structure.
Model training
The BASILISK model was implemented and trained using our freely available Mocapy ++ toolkit [54] . The model's parameters were estimated using the stochastic expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [55] .
The number of hidden node values (that is, the size of the hidden node) is a hyperparameter that has to be determined separately. For that purpose, we trained 5 models for each hidden node size (15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 and 45) and choose the model with the lowest Akaike information criterion (AIC) score [56] . The AIC score is defined as
D is the likelihood of the trained model Θ given the observations D and k is the number of free parameters. The AIC is a measure of the estimated KL divergence between the trained model and a fictitious truth model which generated the training data [56] . In our case, the AIC points towards a model with 30 hidden node states (see Figure 7 ). The number of relevant, none-zero parameters for the selected model is 9871.
The model also includes backbone information, which usually leads to a quick explosion of parameters due to discretization. For example, dividing the Ramachandran plot in bins of 10°by 10°creates 1296 bins, which combined with 18 rotameric amino acids and several rotamers per amino acid can quickly lead to data sparseness in training. This problem is avoided by treating the data in a natural, continuous space.
Modeling the angles
We use the von Mises distribution [31] to model both the backbone and the side chain angles. This distribution can be considered as the circular equivalent of the univariate Gaussian distribution. As an angle can be represented as a point on the circle, it is the correct approach to use a probability distribution that takes the circularity of the data into account. The probability density function of the von Mises distribution has the following form: where x [-π, π[ is the random angle, μ is the mean, ≥ 0 is a concentration parameter and I 0 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and of order zero.
Probability densities from rotamer libraries
For the calculation of the KL divergences, we need the probability density of a conformation according to the different rotamer libraries. According to a typical rotamer library, the probability density of a given angle sequence is:
Selecting the optimal model: The Akaike information criterion (AIC) is used to determine the optimal number of hidden node values. The AIC score (y axis) points towards a model with 30 hidden node values (x-axis). The optimal model is shown as a filled circle.
where χ is the sequence of c angles, A is the amino acid type, P(R A ) is the probability of the rotamer R of amino acid type A, and P(χ |R A ) is the probability of the sequence of c angles for rotamer R of amino acid type A. The sum runs over all defined rotamers for the amino acid A in a rotamer library.
Each individual angle c n in a rotamer R A is distributed according to a Gaussian distribution N , with mean μ ( , ) n R A and standard deviation σ ( , ) n R A . Hence, in the above expression, the conditional probability density of the sequence of angles is equal to the product of the probability densities of the individual angles:
The product runs over all n c angles.
Kullback-Leibler divergence
In the evaluation of the model, we used the KL divergence [38] to compare BASILISK with various rotamer libraries. For two probability density functions, the KL divergence is defined as
where p is usually the empirical data or a truth model and q usually represents a probabilistic model that approximates p. The KL divergence is non-negative and only becomes zero if p = q.
In order to evaluate whether BASILISK captures the angular preferences more accurately than a standard rotamer library, we calculate the difference between the KL divergence from the experimental data to a rotamer library, and the KL divergence from the experimental data to BASILISK:
where q R is the probability distribution associated with the rotamer library, q B is the BASILISK model and p is given by the experimental data. In order to calculate this difference, we use the fact that the relative KL divergence can be expressed as a statistical expectation [30, 56] leading to:
where E p is the expectation with respect to p. In our case, the empirical distribution p is a set of n observations x 1 , x 2 , ... x n . Hence, we can calculate the expectation by averaging over these observations:
For the backbone dependent case, a fair evaluation based on the KL divergence is not possible: rotamer libraries do not allow the calculation of the joint probability of the x , and ψ angles.
Sampling strategy and energies
For the fixed backbone test, we used a Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential. The energy for an atom pair is:
where d is the distance between two atoms, ε is the depth of the attractive well and s is the optimal distance between two atoms based on their van der Waals radii. The atom dependent ε and s values were taken from the OPLS/Tinker parameter set [40, 41] . Subsequently, we used Boltzmann's law to turn the energies into probabilities:
where E LJ (s) is the Lennard-Jones energy of conformation s, R is the ideal gas constant and T is the temperature. We set the temperature to room temperature, which results in RT = 0 6 where P LJ s ( ) is the Lennard-Jones derived probability of s as before, and P B s ( ) is the product of the probabilities of the side chains in P s ( ) according to BASILISK.
Note that in this case, we sample according to the Lennard-Jones potential in an unbiased way. For the second test, we included BASILISK as an explicit pseudo-energy term. We approximate the probability of seeing a certain state P s ( ) as the product of the Lennard-Jones derived probability, P LJ s ( ) , with the probability of the side chain conformation according to BASILISK, P LJ s ( ) : We proposed three new side chain conformations at random sequence positions in every iteration. This effectively enables side chains to swap places, which is important to solve the combinatorial problem in the densely packed protein core. The backbone independent sampling is done using ancestral sampling [28] . In the backbone dependent case, sampling is done using the forward-backtrack algorithm [30, 32, 33, 57] .
In the fixed backbone experiments, we used 500,000 MCMC iterations. For the final prediction, we selected the structure with the highest probability (or, equivalently, lowest energy). In the evaluation, we considered a c angle within 20°of the angle observed in the crystal structure as correct.
Availability
A Python implementation of BASILISK, including all the parameters of the optimal model, is freely available for download at https://sourceforge.net/projects/basiliskdbn/. The source code provides a class that implements the main features of BASILISK, namely sampling side chain angles and evaluating the probability of a given set of angles. The package also includes example scripts that show how to use the BASILISK module. The first script parses a Protein Data Bank file [58] using Biopython's Bio.PDB package [51, 52] , retrieves all the side chains and calculates the likelihood of their c angles. A second script samples side chain angles for a given amino acid type and optionally a set of backbone angles. For a full description of the features, please refer to the provided manual.
